Moon Mothers running Worldwide Womb Blessing Groups

The benefits of a Moon Mother at a Worldwide Womb Blessing event!
Any woman can run a Worldwide Womb Blessing, but having a Moon Mother involved opens up
some more possibilities :o)
1. As a Moon Mother you can offer hands-on Womb Blessings and Womb Healings before or
after the worldwide meditation.
During the day before the worldwide Womb Blessing time, book appointments for women to receive
a Womb Blessing – this will deepen the experience of the worldwide event for them. Before the
worldwide event or afterwards you could offer individual women sessions of 10 minutes of Womb
Healing to help them to prepare for the Worldwide Womb Blessing or to help them to integrate the
energy afterwards.

2. You can offer the Womb Blessing energy personally by blowing into the ‘womb bowl hands’ as
a quick ‘Cauldron centre energiser’.
Preparation: For a small group, have everyone stand in a circle and go to them in turn, or for
a larger group stand at the front and have individual women come up to you.
If you are doing this before the Worldwide event, you will need to read out the Womb
Blessing Meditation. If you have already done the Worldwide event, you do not need to reread the meditation.
Receiving women will need to place their hands in the bowl position.
Step one: Set your intention for the energy to be given for the highest divine good and in
accordance with divine will.
Step two: Hold the Root Lock and keep it held throughout the whole session (ask Mother
Earth to hold it for you if you find it difficult physically)
Step three: Do the Power Breath – you only need to do this once for the whole group.
Step four: Connect with roots and Moon and breathe in as you would for the first part of the
Womb Blessing attunement. As your arms come up, blow the energy through ‘tube’ hands
into their hands. Place your hands above and below their hands as you would in the Womb
Blessing attunement. In your mind say ‘purity and grace’ and hold for a minute.
Step five: Go on to the next woman, connect with roots and Moon and breathe in the light
as before…

What is the role of the Moon Mother in a gathering?
A woman who has gone through the Moon Mother Initiation resonates at the high Moon Mother
vibration, which means that her presence during the worldwide Womb Blessing pulls the energy
levels of those around her to a higher vibration. The presence of a Moon Mother simply being in the
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room and doing the Womb Blessing Meditation will change the group’s vibration and consciousness,
enhancing their experiences and the transformational aspects of the whole event. A Moon Mother
at a worldwide event is like a catalyst for deep change and awakening.
As the Moon Mother receives the attunement directly from me during the event, her own vibration
will rise so that when she takes part in the general sharing meditation at the end she is not only
anchoring more energy into the Earth but she is also sharing this energy with the women in the
room. The Moon Mother is a vessel for the Divine Feminine, and she radiates the Goddess’s energy
to those around her.
If you wish to use a Mother Womb Bowl in a group, this is okay. Receive the energy from me for the
first 10 minutes before you send the energy into the Mother Womb Bowl. I only ask that you do this
energetically away from the group, perhaps to one side or turn your back on the group. This is not a
general group experience; it is something personal between you, the Divine Feminine, me and the
network of Moon Mothers.
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